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Thank you for shopping with us
and choosing our Adjustable 

 Pikler Triangle for your kiddos,
we are so excited to walk you

through our easy 4 step
process to get your triangle

ready for play!    

*Keep all pieces grouped together that came bundled*
Need assistance? Contact us at store@plaidandpineshop.ca

Bundle One: ten short bolts ,
two ladders with logos, five

long dowels 
Bundle Two: ten short bolts,

two ladders, five short dowels
Bundle Three: two long bolts,

one dowel
Bundle Four: two braces to

lock Pikler Triangle in position 

What is included in box



Step One:
Open the bundle labeled (1), using
the Allen Key provided you will

bolt together the five long
dowels and two ladder legs. five

bolts for each side of the legs are
required.

(X) You will leave the top hole
empty for now. 

*each leg will have our logo
facing outward. 

*tighten bolts enough that the
dowels don’t spine when the

ladder is put together!  

Step Two: 
You will need bundles (2) & (3) for

this step. Open the bundle
labeled (2), using the Allen Key
provided you will bolt together
the 5 short dowels and 2 ladder
legs. 5 bolts for each side of the

legs are require, these dowels fit
in holes 2 to 6. Before fully

tightening these dowels (keep
loose and complete next step) 
Using bundle labeled (3) place

dowel in the top hole with 
(X) NO bolt. The bolt in this

bundle will be used in the next
step.  

*tighten all the bolts on the
ladder while having no bolt on

the top rung.



Step 3: 
Connect the two ladders by
sliding the open hole from
ladder one over the rung
with no bolt of ladder two

and using the two long bolt
from bundle (3) feed them
through the hole of ladder

one all the way into the  top
rung of ladder two.

Step 4: 
Using braces from bundle
labeled (4) lock braces into

place at desired height
setting. (Level 1-3) 



The options
are endless!

*Always use with adult supervision! 


